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It is shown that unlabeled planar graphs can be encoded using 12n bits, and an asymptotically 
optimal representation is given for labeled planar graphs. 
Introduction 
The ‘good’ representation of data is a general and important problem of compu- 
tation. A representation (or encoding) can be good from several different points of 
view. An important aspect is its suitability for efficient algorithms. In the case of 
graphs the adjacency list is better than the adjacency matrix in several cases. An- 
other possible aspect is the succinctness of the representation. A succinct encoding 
can be desirable e.g. when we have to keep several instances of data of a given type 
in the memory. 
The typical problem considered here can be put as follows. Let 9 be a class of 
graphs (with labeled or unlabeled) vertices, Yn be the class of graphs on n vertices 
belonging to Y, represented originally by adjacency lists. Find a succinct representa- 
tion of 9 efficiently. 
An encoding can be considered succinct if the length of the encodings of graphs 
G in ?‘$ is not too large compared to log, 1 YnI (the minimal number of bits neces- 
sary). The encoding is efficient if it is polynomial time computable. 
In Section 1 we give some formal definitions. In Section 2 we give an encoding 
of unlabeled planar graphs optimal within a constant factor and an asymptotically 
optimal encoding of labeled planar graphs. This improves a recent result of Itai and 
Rodeh [3]. In Section 3 we mention some further results and problems. 
1. Definitions 
A graph is denoted by G = (KE), it is assumed to be undirected, without loops 
and multiple edges. The standard representation of graphs is defined to be the 
adjacency lists representation. Classes of graphs are denoted by Y, the class of 
graphs on n vertices belonging to 9 is denoted by 9,,. 
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Definition 1. Let 9 be a class of labeled graphs. A representation (or encoding) of 
Y is a pair of mappings (CODE,DECODE) satisfying 
(1) CODE: S-(0,1}*. 
(2) DECODE(CODE(G)) is the standard representation of G for every GE 8. 
(3) CODE and DECODE are polynomial time computable (in the number of ver- 
tices of G). 
The length of an encoding is the function 
l(n) =~~y jCODE(G)l. 
n 
For unlabeled graphs the above definition must be slightly modified. 
Definition 2. Let Y be a class of labeled graphs closed under isomorphism. A 
representation (or encoding) of the unlabeled graphs in 9 is a pair of mappings 
(CODE, DECODE) satisfying: 
(1) CODE: 94 {O,l)*. 
(2) If G, E 9, then DECODE(CODE(G1)) is the standard representation of 
G2 E Y such that G, a G2. 
(3) CODE and DECODE are polynomial time computable (in the number of 
vertices of G). 
The length of an encoding is defined the same way as above. 
(It can be noted here that encoding as defined here is not related to the more com- 
mon theme of canonical encoding of graphs in the context of the graph isomorphism 
problem.) 
2. Planar graphs 
We consider here the representation of unlabeled and labeled planar graphs. We 
begin with the unlabeled case as this will be used for the labeled case. The number 
of unlabeled planar graphs on n vertices is known to be bounded by c” for some 
c, so it is desirable to have a representation the length of which is linear in n. Our 
encoding of unlabeled graphs is similar to the encoding of labeled planar graphs 
constructed by Cori [l] as a tool for enumeration results. The length of his encoding 
is 6n log2 n. 
Theorem 1. There is a representation of unlabeled planar graphs satisfying 
l(n) 5 12 n. 
Proof. Let G be a planar graph on n vertices. We can assume that we have a planar 
embedding of G, or equivalently an appropriate cyclic ordering of the edges incident 
to u for each vertex u. We also assume G to be connected as otherwise it is easy to 
see how to modify the construction. 
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Consider a rooted spanning tree T of G with root u. and a distinguished edge 
(uo, IJ) E T. Direct every edge of T away from the root. For each u we define an 
order on the edges incident to u and belonging to T: 
(a) If u is the root, the first edge is the distinguished edge, other edges follow 
according to the planar embedding in counterclockwise order. 
(b) If u is not the root, the first edge is the only edge entering u, other edges 
follow according to the planar embedding in counterclockwise order. 
Take the usual preorder traversal of T. This determines a cyclic sequence of edges 
of length 2n - 2 (each edge traversed twice), or alternatively a cyclic sequence of ver- 
tices of length 2n - 2. Here, the number of occurences of a vertex u equals degr(u). 
Beginning with the distinguished edge in the cyclic order, for each u index the 
occurences of u in the cyclic sequence with indices 1,2, . . ..deg.(u). 
For the purposes of coding this cyclic sequence can be replaced by a sequence of 
pluses and minuses by replacing each edge by a + (-) if it leads away from (towards) 
the root. (This is the usual encoding of unlabeled trees, see e.g. in [5]. The +, - serve 
as a pair of brackets.) This replacement is given later in Step I. 
Now take an arbitrary edge e = (u, w) 6 T. We define an indexing of e. Let uci) be 
the copy of u corresponding to the angle of T around u containing the edge e, and 
w(j) be the corresponding copy of w. (This is illustrated in Fig. 1. Broken lines indi- 
cate the edges of T, arrows the tree-traversal. The angle containing e is dark.) Then 
we index e with i and j, it becomes e= (u(‘), w(j)). 
The construction described is illustrated for a small graph on Fig. 2. (The edges 
of Tare the thick edges.) 
The cyclic sequence corresponding to T is 
12324215657 
The indexing of the cyclic sequence 
l(i) 2(r) 3(t) 2(z) 4(i) 2(s) 
8 7 5. 
is 
I(2) 5(i) 6(i) 5’2) 7(i) g(i) 7’2) 5”). 
Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
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The indexing of edges not belonging to T is 
(2,5) becomes (2(3), 5”)), 
(2 6) becomes (2(3) 6”)) 
(3: 4) becomes (3(l{ 4’“): 
(3 5) becomes (3”) 5(3)) 
(4’ 6) becomes (4(t)’ 6”))’ 
(4: 8) becomes (4(t; g(t))’ 
(6,7) becomes (6(t)’ 7(t))’ 9 - 
Now we need only one observation to finish the construction. Draw the vertices 
of the cyclic sequence corresponding to T as a regular (2n - 2)-gon and draw each 
edge not belonging to T as a diagonal connecting the indexed vertices corresponding 
to this edge. In the case of our example this is shown by Fig. 3. 
The diagonals are non-intersecting. This follows from the planarity of G. The 
graph obtained by drawing the diagonals is isomorphic to the graph G’ obtained on 
the following way: replace each vertex u by degr(o) new vertices and form a new 
face corresponding to T. See Fig. 4. 
Consider now the cyclic sequence of vertices corresponding to the traversal of T. 
Replacing diagonal (D(~), w(j)) by a pair of brackets +.. (u(‘)-..)w(j)--- we get a cor- 
rectly bracketed sequence (see e.g. in Lovasz [S]). Our example becomes: 
We constructed a bracketed sequence of length 2n - 2. From the construction it 
follows that G can be reconstructed from this sequence. The last part of the con- 
struction is to represent his sequence as a sequence of O’s and 1’s. This is done in 
two steps. 
Step I. We represent he sequence as a sequence over the alphabet +, I,( ,). To 
do this, keep the brackets, and replace each u(j) by a + if edge (w(j), @)) leads away 
Fig. 3. Fig. 4. 
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from the root (w(j) precedes uci) in the sequence), otherwise replace uci) by a -. 
Thus l(i) is replaced by a -. Thus our example becomes: 
-+((+-)((+((--)+))(+-)+)+-)-. 
Step II. Finally replace +,-,(,) by the four binary sequences of length 2. 
To summarize, the steps of the encoding algorithm are the following. 
(1) Choose a spanning tree T. 
(2) Construct the cyclic sequence of vertices corresponding to the traversal of T. 
(3) Index edges not belonging to T. 
(4) Replace the cyclic sequence by a sequence of +, - and bracket the sequence 
using the indexing. 
(5) Replace +,-,(,) by 00,01,10,11. 
The length of the final sequence can be estimated as follows: 
(a) the cyclic sequence of length 2n -2 needs 4n-4 bits, 
(b) the number of edges not belonging to T is at most (3n - 6) - (n - 1) = 2n - 5, 
each edge needs 1 pair of brackets, thus these edges need at most 8n-20 bits. 
Hence the length of the representation is at most 12n-24. 
If G is not connected, adding a final - to the code of every connected component, 
the component will be identifiable and the length bound remains valid. 
It is easy to see how to decode the-final sequence; first we reconstruct T using the 
+,- signs, and then reconstuct each edge using the bracketing. Both coding and 
decoding are obviously polynomial. 
If we allow loops and multiple edges, the natural modification of the representa- 
tion will still be linear in the number of edges. Cl 
Now we turn to labeled planar graphs. As it is remarked in [3] as well, from the 
enumeration of labelled trees it follows that (n-2) log, n bits are necessary for 
their representation. This lower bound can be attained asymptotically. 
Theorem 2. There is a representation of labeled planar graphs satisfying 
I(n) = n [log, nl + 12 n. 
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 1. Represent G as an unlabeled planar 
graph using I 12 n bits. Padding with O’s obtain a sequence of length 12 n (as we 
had a correct bracketing it can be detected where the padding begins). In this repre- 
sentation there is specified an ordered spanning forest. The planar embedding deter- 
mines an ordering of the vertices, i.e. a permutation of the original vertex labels (in 
our example the permutation is the identity). To get a representation of G it suffices 
to write down the permutation (taking n [log, n1 bits) and concatenate it to the in- 
itial 12 n bits. We do not need commas because the length depends only on n (and 
n can be calculated easily given the code). Cl 
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3. Remarks 
A problem that is perhaps of some theoretical interest is the encoding of general 
unlabeled graphs. Here the adjacency matrix gives an ($!) representation, while the 
enumeration of unlabeled graphs [2] gives a lower bound of (i) - n log, n + O(n). 
It can be shown that there is an encoding into (!) - kfr log, n + O(n) bits using the 
idea of the proof of Ramsey’s theorem. As to ‘save bits’ means here to find effi- 
ciently regularity in the graph to be encoded it may be possible that some other kind 
of Ramsey argument could improve this result. 
Another related problem is the encoding of subgraphs. Suppose we want to en- 
code the spanning trees of a graph so that the length of the codes is not too large 
compared to the logarithm of the number of spanning trees. (We do not give a 
formal definition here, it is similar to Definition 1.) Using the following two results: 
(a) spanning trees of a multigraph can be enumerated in polynomial time (see 
e.g. in Lovasz [5]), 
(b) spanning trees can be fisted without repetition spending only a polynomial 
amount of time between the listing of two trees (see Read-Tarjan IS]), 
it can be shown that in fact an optimal encoding can be given in this case. The opti- 
mal encoding of the tree is its rank in the listing that can be computed efficiently 
using the listing algorithm and cutting of irrelevant branches of the search tree 
calling the enumerating algorithm each time a subtree is cut off. 
The existence of results analogous to (a) and (b) above for matchings in planar 
graphs gives a similar result for the corresponding encoding problem. 
The case of encoding matchings in general (or in bipartite) graphs is different. 
Results analogous to (b) exist [4], but probably there is no analogue of (a) as indi- 
cated by the results of Valiant [8]. A good encoding would be given if we had an 
approximate counting algorithm for matching, but even this is doubtful (see 
Stockmeyer [7]). 
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